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OSaban's Fighting Knights hit the
road-See Sportsweek, page 19
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things-page 15
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Announcer causes
WUCF conflict

Campus
construction
contin,ues

by Lee Lerner

director Tracy Clayton, also a .
student, Schiano and Stones
are
not paid anything inby Cindi Milam
Two students in WUCFdividually
for
broadcasting
Future
news
FM's sports department said
but
rather
the
the
games,
that they were not offered the
work is incorporated in their
The year ahead promises
chance to broadcast UCF footregular station salaries.
continued
constructiOn on the
ball games. Instead, the Bachynski, however, is paid a
UCF
campus
according to
position was given to a nonflat rate for broadcasting the
Director
of
Facilities
Plannstudent professional broad·
games by WUCF. Station ofing, Robert Webb.
_. caster.
ficials would not reveal
Several projects are plannJohn Meyerholz. and Vicki Bachynski's salary.
ed to be completed or begun
Venturini, both stu?e~f\\ Clayton and Station
by June including the library,
employees at the stat10~ s General Manager Keith
music rehearsal hall, Center
sports departm~nt, said Fowles said the reason
for Engineering and Business
that they were not asked if another student was not
Administration, Greek Park,
they would like to broadcast given the third spot in the
athletic facility additions and
UCF football for the fall ' booth was because their was
an expansion to UCF' s stur
season. The station instead no one qualified enough in
dent center.
hir~d a '1982 UCF graduate football broadcasts to do the
Webb says construction on
.. ,
and former WU~F employee job.
,,~'
tile
library is proposed to be_
1
"We don't feel like there is
Dave Bachynski to do the
completed by June of 1984 .
play-by-play broadcasts of anyone on staff right now
..... (' tJJ • .....~
·~ The main entrance to the
the games.Bachynski works as who knows enough about the
•
't"' ~ ~
•
.,.
building will be redone, and an engineer and producer at game to do -the broadcast,''
;:..~ ~>
the road and ramp in front
WKIS in Orlando.
Clayton said.
~·,,,.
will be taken out. Concrete
Currently there are three
Venturini differs. She said
now in front of the library will
members on WUCF's live that she · told the station
be used for the new addition
broadcast crew. Mike Schiano, sports department in the sprand on other areas of the cam·
who does color ,commentary ing that she was capable of
pus.
Pam Gimsol'l1Future ·
and Fred Stones, the field doing any kind of broadConstruction, page 5
commentator, are both students.
WUCF,page4
·
·
Because
of
expansion,
these
popular
seats
will
be
moved
from
According to WUCF sports
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Bye Bye Benches

,

Senate Notebook

~

Budget official:
Senate decides to postpone
veto on overriding Geary vote UCF not really last
by Rick Brunson

I

by Roger Simmons
News editor

· An attempt by the student
senate to override a veto by
student body president Mark
_Geary was postponed pen·
ding a decision by the judicial
council.
Geary vetoed the Senate's
legislative reorganization act

on July 29, 11 school days
after it was passed by the
senate. According to the student body constitution, "no
action by the president of the
student body in 10 school
days shall constitute approval of the measure... "
According to Attorney
General Richard Stocking,
past presidents were given 10
days fro~ the time they

received the bill to decide
whether to veto, sign or take
no action.
In the senate's June 16
calendar, as pa~t of announcements from the president, Geary considers the 10
day period to begin from the
time he receives the legislation
. from the senate secretary.
Senate, page 5

Future news

Complexities in the way
money is allocated to universities could explain why
UCF receives fewer dollars
per student than any other
school in the State University System, according to
Board of Regents budget of. ficer Carl Blackwell.
Blackwell said that 10
years ago Florida's universities were budgeted "comparable dollars for comparable programs.'' · The
state quit using this formula
five years ago. At that time
Blackwell said officials at
some of the universities
began to complain about not
receiving a fair share of the
revenue pie.
For the last five years,
Blackwell
said
the
legislature has made efforts
to develop a new budgeting
system.
Meanwhile, Blackwell said
the legislature has stuck
with a "base budget plus
quality improvement" plan.
This means that a university
is given a certain amount of
money over and above its
base budget to improve its
disciplinary programs.
Blackwell said the amount
'"'°f quality improvement
I

Learning Center opens

Tom NetsellUCF public affairs

The UCF/Brevard Community College Lifelong Learning Center was officially dedicated Sept. 1.
The $5.8 million facility on the BCC ~pus will offer classes in general business administration,
elementry education, ensrlneering technology, public administration and nursinR. The partnership
of UCF and BCC is the first such joint-use venture in the st.ate. UCF has now begun working with
Daytona Beach Community College on a similar Project in Daytona.
/

money a school gets depends
on the number of students
and the disciplines they are

in.

The legislature breaks
down the amount it spends .
on quality,improvement at a
university into five percentage categories: laboratory
sciences and technical
disciplines, 20 percent; professional and educational
disciplines, 39 percent; fine
arts
and
language
disciplines, 7 percent; law, 3
percent; and all other
disciplines, 31 percent.
Based upon this formulation, Blackwell said, _it is
clearer to see why some
schools get more money
than others. He said that
because universities have
different programs, they are
funded differently.
"If you look at the raw
data, it would appear that
UGF is getting fewer dollars
per student. That's not neccesarily the case but it cou1d
be," Blackwell said. "It's
not a simple matter of looking at a· tally. You must
disaggregate the budget.'' _
· Blackwell said apparent
budget discrepancies require
extreme analysis and that
his office is presently too
understaffed to conduct
such a study.
...

•
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News beat
Women's fashion show scheduled
Orlando's Spanish Business and Professional Women's Club
will host a benefit fashion show champagne brunch on Sept. 10
with proceeds going toward the · construction of a BPW
Scholarship House at UCF.
The 11 a.m. fashion show will be presented in the Colonial
Plaza Jordan Marsh store. In addition to the show and brunch,
door prizes donated by area firms will be given.
For ticket information and reservations, call June Richcreek
at 647-7016 or 275-8496, or Clemencia Gaviria at 352-9084.

Continuing its service from
last year, the student escort
patrol service will provide
escort services for students •
and faculty between 8 p.m. and
1 a.m., seven days a week.
Consisting of six people each
shift, the service pr~vide~ not
only escortS, but the escorts
have regular beats in which
they report any criminal activity.

GMAT prep course offered
A course for students P!eparing for the Graduate Management Admission test will be offered Sept. 12 at UCF.
The six-week class, which meets Monday evenings from 6 to
9 p.m., provides a basic review of varied areas of mathematical
operations. It also focuses on verbal skills, writing ability and
pratical judgements, as well as testing procedure and testtaking skills.
The course, which costs $75 and includes the textbook, will be
offered again on Dec. 19 and April 30.
The class meets at St. Richard's Episcopal Church, 5151
Lake Howell Road, Winter Park.
For more information call x-2123.

Writing lab announces hours
The UCF writing lab will be open to students 24 hours a
week this semester. Two graduate assistants will staff the lab
on the following schedule:
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays 1-5 p.m.; Tuesdays and
Thursdays 9-12 noon and 1-4 p.m.
The student signup schedule for the lab is in the English
department, HFA 450.

Accounting society plans meetirig
The Student Accounting Society is an organization open to
all students interested in accounting: Meetings are held on
Thursday's at 1 p.m. in Phillips Hall, room 115. Activities include weekly meetings, speakers and parties. Featured
speakers at the Sept. 16 meeting will be Ralph Aparicio and
Kathy Harter, the subject will be the transition from student
to professional.

People in the news
(Editor's Note: Starting State, Fullerton, he has
next week a new feature of the taught at Northern Illinois
Future will appear in this University and Southern
space. Speak Out will feature Methodist University.
opinion and views of UCF
students on current topics in
the news. People in the news
This semester the Army
and Speak Out will alternate,
appearing every other week.) ROTC Department awarded
six two year scholarships.
The recipients are: Cadets
Jennifer Tricket, Romona
Dr. Henry R. Anderson, · Ohlman,' Lynne Evans,
formerly the dean of business Michael Furey, James
administration
and Lineberger and Frank Miller.
economics at California State , The award of these scholarUniversity, Fullerton, ·has ·ships rasies the number of
been appointed director of the UCF students now receiving
School of Accounting at UCF. scholarships to 12.
Anderson assumes the post
held by Dr. Clarance Avery,
who has returned to full-time
People in the -news is a
teaching in the school.
Biweekly column devoted to
A 1961 graduate of the recognition of awards and
Augustana College, Rock achievements by UCF's
Island, Ill., Anderson was students, staff and -faculty.
awarded his doctorate in ac- Contributions should be
countancy by the University typed, double-spaced on a
of Missouri, at Columbia. In 60-space line and submitted
addition to Missouri and Cal one week before publication.

_::rllx-24U
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Campus close-up

A look at contemporary college life in America.

House That Tigert-Texas
Southern University students
want their mascot housed on
campus. They recently recommended a 50 percent increase
in student fees so that student services could be improved and an appropriate onNo Beer Here-Dry rush campus home could be built
regulations are under fire by for the mascot, a Bengal tiger
the fraternities at Auburn named Pretty Baby.
University. The Auburn In·
terfraternity council decided
Transferring Without
to ban alcohol from rush for Hassles-To make transferrseveral reasons: First, to im- ing less difficult, Wayne
prove the image of frater- State University has created
nities. Second, to eliminate a new uniform policy. The
rushees who come to drink new policy acknowledges the
and not to pledge. Third, to importance of community coldecrease rush expenses. And leges, recognizes students
finally, to make rush a safer with 64 credits or more as
and smoother operation. The juniors, promises equal treatnew regulations have come ment for transfers and
under fire from many frater- "native" WSU students and
nities, who think rush will be credits "D'' level work if a
smaller, less fun and will pro- student's overall averag~ is
duce fewer new pledges.
unacceptable.

••••

Crimestoppers-University
of South Florida police chief
Paul Uravich would like to
see more students li,ke Phillip
DeCubellis and · Susan Purdon. The students helped in
the arrest of two male nonstudents who tried to steal
bikes from the campus.
DeCubellis. said he noticed
the men around a girls' bike
rack and noticed bolt cutter
handles sticking out of a
paper bag one of the men had.
Uravich
awarded
DeCubellis and Purdon a
check for $25 each and a letter
of commendation. (From USP
Oracle)

Aquarius Drive will be blocked off for six weeks to
extend the road past the library. Students who park
in the temporary parking lots behind the ROTC
buildings and near the theater complex will have to
go through parking lot four.

e
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Clarification
In last week's story on the
electron
microscope
(Microscope to be used after 12
years), the Future reported that
funds for renovation and maintenance of the microscope in
Biological Sciences came from
a cost-sharing agreement between the College of Health and
the biology department.
It should be noted that funding is also received by UCF's
division of Sponsored Research
and the College of Arts and
Sciences.
Also, Dr. Robert Laird
supervises maintenance and
opera~ion of the microscope
and uses it in his research in
neuroanatomy. He is also supported by an in-house grant
fron;i the Division of Sponsored
Research.

Shofner to write history of Orlando area
by Elizabeth Mistarz
Future staff

Dr. Jerrell H. Shofner,
chairman of the UCF history
department, , has been cc;>mmissioned by the Orange
County Historical Society to
write a book concerning the
history of Orlando.
This book will be the "32nd
in Continental Heritage's nationally recognized American
Portrait
Series,"
the
Historical Society said.
Miami, Tampa and Pensacola
are presently part of this
series.
The Historical Society explains that "Continental

Heritage expects initially to
publish 8,000 to 10,000
volumes and hopes to have
copies in all metro bookstores
nationally by November
1984." Shofner's edition
should be ready for publication by fall of 1984.
"I am presently working on
the fourth chapter of this approximately 45,000 word narrative," Shofner said. He will
include in his book a description of Orlando's geography
and its early inhabitants. He
will proceed with the
discussion of Orlando's
separate communities and
describe how Orlando's
growth is causing them to

merge into one unified com·
munity.
Many previously unpublished photographs will be
included in Shofner' s work.
The
Orange
County
Historical Museum is contributing several of the
photo.s.

by Rick Brunson

community.
According to Gibbs, the
university is conducting a
feasibility study to measure
the amount of interest and
potential endowment money
in the community for UCF
programs. The interfaith
center is one of the projects
mentioned for consideration
in the study.

Future news

The United Campus
Ministry of UCF is preparing to go to the community
in search of financial support for the construction of
an interfaith center to be
built on the north side of the
campus.
The Rev. Robert Gibbs,
campus ministry director,
anticipates that funding for
the $900,000 project will
come
from foundation
Pam Glmson/Future
grants, churches and in- terested individuals in the

Max returns

Last week the Future gave
credit for this photo to the
wrong photographer. It was
taken by Pam Gimson.

Peace Corps

The toughest Job
you11 ever love.
800-424-8580

f!WI A Public Service of This Newspape1
~ & The Adverr1smg Council

Shofner has been a practicing historian for the past 20
years, 12 of which have been
spent at UCF.
Shofner has written several
books prior to this venture.
His residency in this area and
previous .writing experience
contribute to his enthusiastic
approach to the project.

and worship,'" Gibbs said.
The United Campus
The campus ministry,
Ministry has about $4,000
which consists of eight
earmarked for fund-raising
activities, according to
ministers and seven student
Gibbs. "It's just a matter of · organizations, also needs
more space, according to
getting
our
money
Gibbs. The center will seat
together," Gibbs said.
300 to 350 people and will
According to Gibbs, the
provide meeting space for
interfaith center will give
religious student groups.
the campus ministry more
Gibbs said he wants the
credibility and an idencenter to be integrated into
tifiable location from which
the .activiti-es and atto serve the ·needs of UCF
mosphere of the university.
students.
"We feel that an interfaith
"There is a positive center which caters to a wide
spiritual gain when you can variety of beliefs is certainly
appropriate to a university
say, 'this is where we are,
this is where you can come setting,'' Gibbs said.

Gibbs said the univ~rsity
cannot raise money .for the
center. However, being mentioned in the study will let
interested people in the community know that plans for
the center are underway.

A~SUME

PROFESSIONAL

DESIGN

Inter-view ski·lls & marketing techniques
Cover letters for professional acceptanc1~
Proficient typing & word processing services.
Career assessment testing & interpretation
Economical,prompt
& guaranteed satisfaction
\ .

Correction:
Due to a typing error, vice
president Stan Halbert appeared to have said that one
of two, or 50 percent of incumbant senator~ who seek reelection will lose. It should
have read one or two will not
win their seats again.

.

.!lrlandb1

894-7726.

IQ.11's~ltants, inc.1

·

'

2111E.MichiganAve.,Suite126,0rlando,FL32806
f w"th current student 1.0.

WATE.R BED

I

$149 complete
FLORIDA WATERBED

.

V. Rand SaltSgaver, Attorn~y

Personal. Injury and Wrongful Death
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal. Law

SALE

~

.
·

. Initial consultation
available without charge

Co:RP.

"THE WATERHim PROFESSIONALS SINCE ·1971"

WINTER PARK

Dr. Jerrell Shofner

16 West Pine Street

678-1951

Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342

ARNOLD ART & GRAPHICS
,{"'

·ARTIST SUPPLI.E S
Caring for the students' needs

Discount with college I.D.

MAJOR BRANDS
Drafting•TABLES• AIRBRUSHES• ARCHES• P APER•CRESCENT
MATBOARD•STRATHMORE•BIENFANG•GRUMBACHER•
WINSOR&NEWTON•FRAMES•EASELS•LIQUITEX•KOH-1-NOOR•
'

ULANO• FRED RIX

894-6621
"SERVING ORLANDO SINCE 1946"

538 NORTH BUMBY

ACROSS THE STREET FROM COLONIAi DLAZA

-•
VISA"
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WUCF-------------------,--frompagel

A special booklet on our
American Economic System
can help you improve your E.Q .
For your free copy. write
"Economics:· Pueblo. Colorado

DOES YOUR
E.Q.NEED
IMPROVING?
<Economics Quotient>

casting, including football. ''I
told them I was capable and I
feel like I'm capable of doing
it," Venturini said. "We
should certainly have the
chance.''
Venturini said that she did
not think the station had to
stray away from the student
population for hiring and added that she would have taken
the broadcast job if she was
asked.
Meyerholz said that had he

81009.
ANSWERS: .:fl l ' I

TAKE THIS OUKK QUIZ AND FIND OUl •
rrue fJlse

D D (I.) As pwductivity
increases, our standard of living
increases.

The American
Economic S~slem.

D D (2.) When inflation
occurs. each dollar we have
buys more goods and services.

~\~/ ~~~'~'7~:9(M'

We should all leam mo<e aboll il
r.t!I f.i~ A p..A>I. """'e me,.ogeol

enough time to train himself
for the position and if it was
offered to him he would have
taken it.
Clayton and Fowles maintain that their reason for not
hiring a student to fill the
empty spot is because they
wanted to present a professional sound for football and
hiring an inexperienced student for the job would jeopardize that sound.
The football broadcasts are

KNIGHT OUT PUB
PRESENTS
·.

.

.

\

WEEKLY PARTY SCHEDULE

now underwritten by Red
Lobster restaurants. Clayton
and Fowles said that Red
Lobster does not specify the
individuals who must broadcast the games or the quality
they
must
maintain.
However, Fowles and Clayton
said that they feared that Red
Lobster might drop their
underwriting in the future if
the quality of the broatcasts
dropped off.
Clayton added that WUCF
is trying to attract other
radio stations to pick up their
football broadcasts to provide
extra revenue. He said that he
is hoping in the future that
there can be a network of stations carrying WUCF football
broadcasts. He said that
maintaining a professional
sound is vital to acheiving
this goal.

Monday - Monday night f~tball Pitchers 82. 75
Tuesday- Bottle Nite- 81.00 Imports .75-- Domestic
Wenesday - ~uper Slosh 85.00 All the draft U can drink
Thursday - Ladie~ Nite - Free draft, Wine ·?O-a glass

Red Cross:
Ready for a new century.

Fri - Sun - P~e~enting ''Tim Coons" RCA recording artist

+
NII

4:00 - 8:00 HAPPY HOUR EVERYDAY
.50-GLASS

83:00 PITCHER

A Publn;: Servce ol'lhts NCIOl$PIPCt
A TheAdv"· .,eounc.1

r.11,1

~ I

'l'OUR PUBLIC LIBRARY _ __

Azeem Hairstyling
The Scientific Approach to a Total Look

f~r Me~nd Women .. .lnchides Hair Analysis.

OPEN .
9-5 Tues.-Sat.
Thurs.eve. .
by appt. only

WEARE HERE
x

~
i

-

YOU are welcome at the First
Baptist Church Of Oviedo
5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
WILLIAM R. MARR, D. MIN.,
PASTOR
365-3484
Worship

\

~
:/ {\\k

CURRY FORD ROAD _.

"'>

No Gratuities Please

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando

8:30 am, 11:00 am, & 7:00 pm
College & Career Bible Study
9:45am

@REDl<EN

273-1313

<JUJHJA VA-Nl>EJWJLT- SERGIO VALENT~
t""

I
I

~

-rHfh' I
Fashions for Him & Her

:5 UNION ..PARK
~ rr:MQS

~ ~
I

~

....,

~

s13· 99

CORD & DENIM JEANS

•PAIR

SIZES 25 WAIST TO 38

Q.,

D 27$·1301

c

2
~

es1gner ~
Jeans ~

25OLO
7~

All Brands 0 FF

~
~
I

100% Cotton

~

$9.99

g

B~~!iR~~-

Velcro
sneakers

$Glu~s &.oirIB

9 99

Located in the
University Square
Shopping Center
J.EE

dub
YOU BABE

~

JORDAOfE

.....

CALVIN
BLASS

~WRANGLER JORDACHE ~

~

Cfhe Ca!J,ua[ ifmage

~

~.
-

10°/oDiscountW/UCFl.D.
Junior & Missy
~I
Limitl
!:""'
:c: va1uesto$2s.oo
Reg$25to$ao
~·
7430 University Blvd.
. ,_
-,_(i·U-Jl-l/A....VA_N_'J)_E_'/l-Hl_L_T_-_.s_EJ_W_I/_O_VA_L_E_~N-TE-''-"'-~~-1 · ,_ _ _O_·_rl_a_n_d_o_,_F_la_.6_7_1_-99
__16___-1

NEGLECT

CAN KILL,TOO.
IT JUSf TAKES
A LITTLE
LONGER.

To most minds. child abuse
equals battered children. But
the awful fact is that thousands
of parents are abusing their
chtldren by leaving them alone.
It's called neglect, and it can
mean_ a lack of love, food,
~lothing or shelter. And just as
in the other forms of child
abuse- physical, sexual and
emotional-it can and often
does result in death. Each year
one million children feel the
needless pain of child abuse. It
can be prevented if you help.

Abused children
arehel~.

Unless you help.
Write: Natrona! Committee for
Prevention of Child Abuse.
• Box 2866. Chicago. Ill 60690

fi:

A Public Service or This Newspaper
& The Advertising Council

r.t!'I

~I
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Construction----------------,------------=----------,--------_...;;_-fro:mpage 1
Webb is hopeful that the
library addition will be completed by June although the
construction has been behind
schedule.
Additions to the music
rehearsal hall include
restrooms and two offices,
Webb said. The offices, which
will be located on each end of
the building, will be ready for
,
use by Oct. 1.
The Center for Engineering
and Business Administration
will be started in December
and will be completed within
18 months according to
Webb. Phase I of the construction will include the
engineering department.
Phase II of the construction,

the business section and one
area to be used by both colleges, will be started when
funds are received from the
state legislature. The additional spac~ will relieve present facilities and is designed
to be used by engineering and
business students.
Twenty lots have been set
'aside· in the Greek Park for
houses being built for UCF
fraternities and sororities,
Webb said. The land was
subleased for$10 a lot for 60
years. Four houses have been
planned
and
groundbreaking is scheduled by
June.
Construction of Phase II of
the athletic facility
building
.
\

is scheduled to begin between
April and June adjacent to
the existing athletic facility.
Webb says it will include
locker rooms, offices for intercollegiate football, a large
weight training room, and kitchen and dining areas.
Another addition scheduled·
to begin within eight to 10
months is the student center
expansion. Two present
°buildings will be connected by
a lobby and lounge area. The
expansion will also include a
student workroam, student
organizations room and an activity center. The activity
center Will be a "cinema pub"
type facility. Bob Webb commented: "Funding· has been

Senate-------------------frompage 1
legislation in final form from
the senate secretary.
. The judicial council was
scheduled to meet Sept. 1 to
decide whether Geary's veto
was legal and to make a ruling
on the specific time a president has to take action on
legislation. However the
council could not achieve
· quorum and postponed the
meeting indefinitely.
As of press time, a new
meeting had not been scheduled.
The senate met Sept. 6 and

discussed overriding Geary's
In other Senate Action:
veto, but after some discussion voted to postpone any ac- .• The senate voted to adopt
tion until the .council renders · Black's Law Dictionary as the
official source for difinitions of
a decision.
The senate also voted to words in legislation and
lend $20,000 to the financial . statutes.
aid office's short term loan ac- •Money was allocated for the
count. The money will be used biology club to send a
by students for emergency· representative to a conference.
funds to cover expenses in- • Circle K Club was given
volved with school. Financial $166.90 for letterhead and
aid will repay the money supplies to start the club.
within 90 days without interest.

appropriated
by
the ;there will always be construelegislature, but the money .tion around campus while
has riot been received. It will they are att.ending, according
be eight to ten months before to Webb. "I anticipat.e con- ·
the architect completes his struction for the next fifteen
to twenty years anyway.''
drawings.''
Most of UCF's present
students can be sure that

----~------------~---------,

~CAPTAIN

~/f. CRU~TY'S
·~'

PIZZA

TWO PIZZA'S

DELIVERED
FOR

$9.99

LARGE CHEESE - SMALL CHEESE

273-5010 DELIVERY TILL 2 A.M.
MONDAY-THURSDAY

Course Class Starts
GRE SEPT. 12th
GMAT SEPT.12th
LSAT OCT. 5th
LSAT OCT. 27th

CONGRATULATIONS
TO

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
· Winter Park, Florido 32792
Son Jose Exec. Center

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
ON RECEIVING THE

We resef\le the right to concel any class for
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
· Call for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

GRAND HIGH ALPHA AWARD

678-8400
KARDIA
Campus

H

Ministrie~

-MEETING TIMES:
TUES. NOON S.C.211
WED NOON S.C. 211
TIIURS.
7. P.M. S.C. 214
.

GAME ST.REET USA
8TOKENS $1°0

act.

American Heart Association

T
..
•

_, .

"GET FIT'

ONE SEMESTER ONLY $90.00
TWO SEMESTERS ONLY$ 140.00

Garnestreet

::o

x ·
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USA

Qftrweight. ·'

I:. fiimily Fi~~~nfei'

Plus 26 fy1ore Top Games
3012 N. Goldenrod Rd.
Sun.11am-9pm
(Belmont PLazal
M.-Th. 11am-10pm
677-4420
F.-S. 11am-12md

)>

Give Heart Fund

Winter Park, Fl

BRING IN CARD FOR FREE WORKOUT

UCF Boulevard

lledaceil

~· (j~

7355AlomaAve.

NAUTILUS G-OLDENROD

305/425-1106
305/299-2096

Perform a
death-delJiag

- __ 1illl

- "Star Wars" -Championship Baseball-Gyruss-Q-bert-Chexx Ice Hockey-

500 E. Gore Street
Orlando, FL 32806
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YOU ARE LOOKING AT
AN ABUSED CHILD.
Most of the men and
women in prison today
were abused as children.
Abused children often
grow up to abuse their
own children . Child
abusers can be helped.
Find out how.

•

Back to school special
offered to·U.C.F.students
MON & WED 7:00am to 9:00pm
TUE & THURS 1O:OOam to 9:00pm
FRI 7:00am to 7:00pm
SAT 8:00am to 5:00pm
Sun Night 5:00pm to.8:00pm

20 Nautilus machines, whirlpool,
.sauna and more ...
For more information call
or stop by anytime.
671-4 83

•
Page6 .
A free exchange
of ideas on the
issues of the day
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TV Jails in classrooill
The development of TV courses, that is courses taught
by a professor via a televised videotaped lecture, may be
helping UCF and other universities cope with large
numbers of students, but the ramifications of such
courses may lie much deeper than in the saving of a few
pennies.
The courses have been around for a while. In the past,
the students could go to the library at their convenience
and view the lecture on a video cassette recorder. The pro·
fessors could be reached in their offices if the students
had any questions.
A bit of a new wrinkle has been added now, however, in
that some courses are taught in a classroom setting. This
means that as many as 50 students come into the
classroom/screening room/production room to view the
lecture as it is projected onto a large white wall.
No one can fault the quality of the production equipment. It is certainly state of the art and, while the projected image tends to be a bit blurry at times, the professor's message is certainly relayed to the student. The
problem is that the message is delivered in an impersonal
way. Even with all its technological gadgetry, the TV
class can't make up for the loss of the all important !n·
teraction between the students and the professor.
Granted, if you are in an auditorium class with 250
other students the interaction usually can't be very close,
but the mere presence of a human being with something
-to say commands the students attention more fully. We
are a society of television viewers, but how many of us
really think when we watch TV? In order to sustain interest, the subject matter must be presented in an interesting way. The novelty of the technology wears thin
almost immediately, leading the bored students to chat·
tering amongst themselves. With no professor or proctor
present to demand order, the chatter grows until it
reaches a level that disturbs the students who are trying
to hear the lecture.
It is akin to watching Monday Night Football in a bar.
In one MUL 2011 class, a music appreciation course, the
sound of a student cracking his knuckles could be hear_d
over the consistant drone of whispered voices. All this
during the playing of a classical selection over the sound
system. The rumbling throughout the selection wasn't
percussion, it was Bach spinning in his grave.
On the surface, TV classes aren't a bad idea, although if
I were a member of the teachers' union I would have some
reservations about the concept of one teacher being able
to do the job of four via a television tube. It is the coldness of the medium and the , lack of respect a TV commands, and therefore its loss as an effective teaching
medium, that outweighs the concept's monetary advantages.
TV classes don't belong in higher education.
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief

• -1

The blow of a whip raises a welt, but a blow of the tongue
crushes bones.
Apocryp ha
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·Letter Policy
Letters to the editor must be·
delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publication. Let·
ters must be typed, double spaced
on a 60-spaced line and should not
be more than 250 words in length.
All letters must be signed with the
author's phone number to be con·
sidered for publication. Under cer·
tain circumstances, writers' names
will be witheld upon request. All let·
ters are subject to editing.
Some letters may be design~-ted ·
as guest editorials at the editor's
discretion, with the permission of
the writer. All submitted material
becomes· the copyrighted property
of the Future newspaper.
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From our readers
Football team has eamed.UCF student support
Editor:
Well after the events of Friday, Sept. 2 it looks like big
time football has arrived at
UCF. Thanks to Lou Saban,
his coaches and a bunch of
hungry football
young,
players it appears we have a
football team we can be proud
of. The only disappointment
about the whole affair was the
size of the crowd.
Even after the largest and
most thorough marketing
campaign in the history of
UCF football, people still
'didn't respond. I know it rained, but I sat in the stands until the 0:00 showed on the
scoreboard and barely got
wet. (That's what umbrellas
and raincoats were invented
for.) The problem, a familiar
one, is lack of interest.
If it were only the com·

munity that didn't respond, it organization on this campus
wouldn't be so bad. However, has to fight to overcome this ,
the number of people problem. The situation looks
associated with this universi- pretty bleak, but there is a
ty must number almost solution to this problem.
20,000 and only about 10,000
The solution is for
people showed up at the everybody to get involved at
game. Our student body UCF. This university does a
numbers over 15,000 and only tremendous service to
about 1,300 student season everyqody associated with it.
Students, staff, faculty and
tickets wer_e sold.
I believe this attitude is ex- · everybody in the surrounding
actly what's holding UCF community benefits from the
back from· becoming a "big existence of this university.
time" university. It's not just It's time for all of us to start
football or sports, that suffers paying it back.
Phil Storey
from apathy. Every event and

Monetary bill helps communists
Editor:
On June 8th the U.S. senate
authorized $8".4 billion for the
International Monetary
Fund. On August 3 the House
of Representatives passes
H.R. 2957, loosely called the

IMF Bill.
Str~gely, the media has
reported littie on the full con·
tent of the House IMF Bill.
Ac~ually, this bill authorizes
$8.4 billion for IMF along

Bill, page7

rick brunson

Where has our generation's idealism gone?
Whatever became of cern in constructive ways by been happily embraced by
youthful idealism? It seems flocking into the Peace Corps students of the 1980s.
When I ask some of my colthat for the most part, the or engaging in mass nonsurging, passionate belief violent protest. Others, unfor· legues what the real issues are
that .the world could and tunately, were destructive in these days, the most common
should be changed has either their dissent as they did response is a glib "sex, drugs
dissipated or gone out of style violence to themselves and and rock and roll.'' Cannot
on many college campuses. It others by doing drugs and our vision for the world be
is here on the college campus blowing up buildings. Young raised beyond our own
that it should experience a people were on the front lines hedonism and self-interest?
We as college students are
of social change.
renaissance.
the
potential leaders- of tom·
Today, inculcated by the
Idealism is a spiritual quali·
morrow.
What do we plan to
ty in an individual that "Me Generation" values of
do
with
the knowledge and
manifests itself in vision, the 1970s, our vision has
skills
we
are endowed with?
faith,
discipline
and changed. Hopes for world
What
direction
do we want
radicalism. It is a purposeful change have largely been
to
go?
Will
we take
society
commitment to personal and. replaced by hopes for perto
cultivate
convic·
the
time
sonal fulfillment. Looking out
social change.
tions
about
the
issues
and
- Idealism acknowledges for number one has become
problems
we
face
or
blind
that all is not well in society the national pastime.
The American dream, as ourselves with pleasure·
and implies that there is a
currently
interpreted, appears. madness_?
higher reality that it must be
A fiery, Jewish prophet
to be the quest for a nice car, a
elevated to.
once
penned, "Without a viOur predecessors, students split-level home and a comforsion
the
people perish.'' The
of
the
1960s,
were table salary. While these are
fate
of
future
generations is
characterized by idealism. nice goals, should the
depending
on
our
vision.
They opened their eyes and American dream end there?
The
opinions
of Future
The materialism that
questioned the values and
columnist
Rick
Brunson
are a
students of the 1960s
direction of their society.
regular
feature
of
the
Forum
,~plored in their parents has
Some expressed their con·
page.

,

I
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FORUM CONTINUED
National On-Campus Report

Student Govenunent asks constituents how to conduct their affairs
What reduces campus. apathy, .
boosts student government
credibility, and eliminates insecurity in planning campuswide social
events... without inflating a budget?

dent Goverenment Association.
These 12 students-four officers ruid
eight senators-are each required to
question 20 students on issues ranging from the need for a new television in the student lounge to the
class registration process.

At Our Lady of Holy Cross Col- ·
lege, in New Orleans, there's actually an answer to that question. It's
the Student Opinion Poll. Created
this year, the poll is conducted every
two weeks by members of the Stu-

Tabulated results of each poll are
used to plan social events, make requests of the administration and set
SGA ~riorities, says President Dar-

gen Guillot. Thus far, poll answers
have led to th~ purchase of a new
lounge TV, and the remodeling of a
campus courtyard. And the easy accessibility to student opinion is actually making the SGA Senate's job

·This most ignorant man, I
presume he is a man, surely
lives up to his name as his pen
is indeed savage.
'lt may be that he is entirely
consumed with a maniacal
derangement as is proved by
his complete utter ignorance
of the sport in question.
Without question he has
never, at any time, visited the
countries he mentions as he
would then have witnessed

Bill- - - -- - -- - - - - - - from page 6
with four other international
lending agencies, the Export1mport Bank, the InterAmerican Development
Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and the African
Development Fund, all totaling $25 to $30 billion.
After summer vacation!
when Congress reconvenes on
September 12, the senate and
house must reconcile their differences before finally appropriating the funds.
Don't you think it is high
time for ·every member of
Congress to stand by his oath
of office and vote America
First? Stop proping up com-

ri:mnist and Marxist dictatorships through any of these international taxpayer financed
lending agencies. They are
linked to the international
bankers and serve as conduits
through which Washington
launders aid to communist
and
other
deadbeat
regimes-$ 2 billion to Red
China, $4.5 billion to Mexico,
just in the last year, etc., etc.,
etc. Only the international
bankers and their lackeys profit from these operations.
Meantime America goes
bankrupt helping reduce the
world to communist slavery.
F.O.C. Alford

because senators were worried that

the fervour of tens of
thousands of fans who attend
the soccer stadiums.
The poor man has, very
evidently, no idea of what he
is writing and I can only trust
he will improve in mental
health very soon.
I know this letter will not
be printed by such an irresponsible editor but I too
had to air my views.
Let u~ all remember that
a ny sport encour ages a
healthy mind and body.
Perhaps Mr. Savage should
participate.
W. McL. Mann

Good Luck!
Future secretary Ann Radoycis is leaving us
this week to take a job in the ·p rivate sec:tor. ~er
help and guidance these past three years has
been indispensible to the paper and its staff.
Ann has always managed to be there when we
needed her and always kept even the most
outrageous situations in control. She put up with
the most obnoxious brand of students-student
journalists-and did so wit h great poise and
professionalism.
We wish her the best of luck in the future and
hope she achieves only the finest that life has to
offer.
THE FUTURE STAFF

Working together.
For20years
its been the la!tguage
of the Peace Corps.

MAY PREVENT STROKE!
Proper diet
Reduce high blood pressure
*End smoking habit
View diabetes and high blood
pressure as high risks
Eliminate stress
Notify your doctor of stroke
warning signs
Take your m~ication as prescribed
*Smoking is a possible risk of stroke
For mar~ information on stroke, write: Stroke
Council, American Heart Association, Florida
Affiliate, P. O. Box 42150, St. Petersburg, FL
33742

Parker presents 2500 chances
your father never had.
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WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

Peace Corps

The toughest Job
you11 ever love.
800-424-8.580

f!WI A Public Service of This ~ewspaper
~ & The Adverhs1ng Council

· Enter the Parker Top-of-theClass Sweepstakes and you could
. win something that can give you a.
real advantage in life.
Your ownTexas Instruments
home computer.
.
While youre at it, pick up
something better to vvrite with,
too.AParker Jffiterball pen.
Its inicroscopically-textured
ball grips the paper to help prevent
messy blobbing and skipping.
And it vvrites up to five times
longer than most ball pens.
Look for sweepstakes entry
forms and details at your college
bookstore. But do it soon. With
over 500 computers to 'Nin, this is
one sweepstakes worth entering.
While you still have the chance.

:::::=~~~
";

The poll eliminates an age-old student complaint-that SGA wasn't in
touch with student concerns and
needs. "People see their senators
face-to-face,'' says Guillot. And using the poll td make spending decisions shows SG A is fiscally accountable, as well.

easier, says Guillot. "There was
always hesitation about spending
money on a concert or a party

Editor 'irresponsible' for allowing Savage opinion
Editor:
The article by Raz Savage,
whoever he may be, invoked
in me a sense of shame for
your paper. It must be that
you authorized this infamous
article to go to print, and, on
behalf of the many thousands
of soccer fans in this area,
which includes your very own
university, I find you very
much lacking in responsibility for the paper you publish.

no one would show up," says
Guillot. "Now, we just ask them
ahead of time, and we can relax.''

<f PARKER
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American
Red Cross

Together, e can changeIJthings.
A Public Service of Tni s Newspaper & Tne Adver1i&ing Council

Student Rate:
50 ce11.ts per line

for sale

eLASSIFIED
typists

·for rent

273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished $245-$270
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

1978 V.W. convertible, fire engine red, exc.
cond ition,low ~ mi les,radia Is ,classic,
$6995.00. Call 275-2865 days, or 695-2417
eves.

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

1972 Datsun 240Z: going overseas, must sell.
Best offer! 862-0074.

NEW APARTMENT COMPLEX AT UCF ENTRANCE AREA. 2bdrm/2bth. Spacious living rm. &
kitchen , with all new appliances, quiet,
$425 plus deposit. lmmed . occupancy.
Call 365-6625.

19n Audi 100LS, fuel injected, cruis.e control, ac & heat, '30-35 mpg, new exhaust
system 48,000 m iles, must sell , $3,000. Call
671-9967.
FOR SALE: one 1983 Suzuki Shuttle, max
speed 25mph, one small desk and dresser
set, one bed and a bookcase. All prices
negotiable, call Laura at 2n-8152 after
Spm .

services
Theses, term papers. Editing, · fast 'turn
around , pick up and delivery on campus .
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851-0358.

WILL SHARE nice home in Arbor Ridge .
Large room and private bath. Only 11/2
miles from UCF. $225 p er month includes
uti lities . Responsible female nonsmoker.
Please ca ll 273-5298.

1981 Suzuki GS250,garage kept,w/Bell
helmet,4300mi, $995. Call 365-6901 after
6pm.

1----------------"""1

Yamaha 400: 8600 miles 1980 mag
wheels.new goodyear rear tires.new battery, w i nd Shi e Id, two he l mets.luggage
rack,60mpg,very clean . Special $800. Call
6n-7158

Part-time help wanted. No experience
necessary. Herbal World, 641 N. Mills Ave.,
Orlando . Call 896-1 017for an appt.

Slingerland drum set; 2 tom-toms,snare,floor
tom,1 ride and stand,hi-hat,all zil.d jian. Excellent cond. $700. Call 678-3912.

Unl imited ground-floor o'p portunities with a
multi-level marketing company that is only
one year old! Currently breaking and setting records. No inventory or munimum
purchases. Everyone needs our product food . Call 862-8697 between 7pm to 9pm.

64k Apple Clone Computer-Apple II+,
100% compatible with Apple Software BYOB BEY.OUR OWN BOSS. $29.95 starts you
$800.00-Negotiable. Call after 6:00pm 896- In your own business earnings of $50,000
5608.
·
and up per year complete training. Call
869-8021
Lighted table for art or drafting, with adjustable stand 28 x 40, 2n-8182 $200.
Earn $500 or more each school year.
Flexible hours . Monthly payments for
Colorful, embroidered Mexican dresses. All
placing posters on campus. Bonus based
sizes, call 644-6631.
on results. Prizes awarded as well. 800-5260883.
DORM STUDENTS LOOK HERE!!!
4.8 cubic foot frig. for $150. Like new. Great
Earn a few extra dollars participating in a
for dorm use. Call 6n-7424 or 6n-6030.
psychological experiment on campus 3.50
Couch,brown,with pull-out bed $25. Queen- hr,plus a 20% bonus up to 1-5 h<l>urs of exsize bed, box-spring.mattress & frame $30. perimental work with video games over
1-2 weeks. Call Donna McKenna at 2nCall 830-7271.
3303 from 9-5 on Sept. 9,12, 13 or see sign-up
18K white gold ladies wedding band. 9 sheet in room 350J in the engineering bldg.
diamonds, size 7, never used. $175.00. Call 40 students needed.
282-3696.
Don't sleep on the floor! Complete waterbeds $148, University Waterbeds 275-5442.

roommates
I screen reliable roommates, call Sue at
282-8126.
.
Roommate to share 31b-2bath home with
anohter sr. female & owner sr. or grad,
female pert. AC/3 miles campus/1/J utilities.
$200/mo. Call 6n-1988.

Part-time home cleaners . needed. $3.75/hr
to start flex. hours to fit your schedule.must
have car and phone . Call 671-7463. Leave
name and number.
·
Regional & Local reps wanted to distribute
posters on college campuses. Part-til'i1e or
more work. Requires no sales. Commission
plus piece work. Average earnings
$6.00plus per hour. Contact: American
Passage,500 Third Avenue West,Seattle,WA,
98119,Attn : Network. (206) 282-8111.
SURVEYORS: Must be extremely neat in appearance and have a pleasant personality. 4/hrs. a day, 5 days a week. Call
898-4800 between 9-11 only.
Lown and gen . maintenance. Will fit your
schedule min . wage . Call 647-1469.

Male student looking for same, $190 mo.
plus 112 util,2bdrm/2 bth , Regency Granado Do you need extra income? Wo1k 5-10 hrs.
Apts. Hwy 436. 830-7402 ask for Craig, reply · per week earning $600 to $2,000 mo.
soon .
working your own hours. Call Cliff 826-4862
or6n-4534.
I am a quiet studious person who will be
relocating at the beginning of Oct. If you Part-time he lp wanted entertainment/
need a new roommate where you currently community relations assistant for national
live, or would like to move somewhere else corporation--required professional atcontact me at 678-2316.
titude/flexible hours includes stage/sound
system assembly. $600 per month. Send
American Services Roommate needed, resume to P.O . Bo x 2950 , Winter
female, $110 plus util. neorUCF 425-7122.
Park ,Fl. ,32790.

JOIN THE PUERTO RICAN AND AMERICAN
CLUB. For information stop by the· student
government Kiosk and check our board or
contact Eric Grajales at the Student Center.
275-2611 .

Need a report typed? For all your typing
needs my full service gives you fast acc urate a nd p rofessional results. On ly 3 m iles
from UCF'call 27~5185.

Do you need student housing? Call Sue at
282-8126.

help wanted

wanted

Imaginative people wanted for D & D adventure. Beginners .welcome. Call Jon 282FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correc- 0739 evenings.
tion of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, Thesis, dissertations, research Need book "The Psy Major" for careers in
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing. psy class will pay well for it. Call 275-4354
Al I work prepared on Word Processors for ask for Lerin or Glory its important.
error free neatness. We have IBM
Dfsplaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick Synthesizer player needs Fem vocalist for
Magna -SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR demo.mail letter of influences & exp. to R.
COLLEGE - We have 10 employees for fast Ziino,9146 Woodside Cr . ,Kiss . ,FL..~2741 . Inc.
service - All are former or current UCF add. & phone(Pop,New wave).
students. One Day Service Available - 6713007.

House for sale DELAND. 3br,2bath 5yr did For rent/2 bdrm. 2 bath apt./2 or 3
home. Fireplace in family room, 2 car people-$350 monthly/4 people -$375
garage.extra lot. 1yr old custom pool. Nice monthly/ 3600 Khayyam Ave. Call 273-0768.
location just outside Deland $69500. Call
904-736-3063.
1968 Malibu 69000 original miles, air, power
steering. $895. 365-7412.

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

FIREARMS INSTRUCTION
Firearms
instructor
certified
in
rifle,pistol ,shotgun,will train privately or
work with groups. $10.00 per hour. Call early
eves. Rob 275-6645.

TYf?INGiWORD PROCESSING. Professional attention.to individual typing needs. Superior
qualJty Work is guaranteed. Close to U.C.F.
Disco .nts to students. Hours 8A-10P, M-F;
12N-10P, SA & SU by appt. Plan ahead . You
can depend on JUDY'S Business Service.
Call 671-0312.

INTRODUCING the musicians referral service
282-8126 musicians in touch with musicians. ·
ABORTION SERV.I C ES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
c onfidentiality g uara nteed. Birth control
Cen ter, Inc ., 725 N. M a gn olia Ave .
Avai lable by phone 24 hours a day: 4220606; or tol I free 1-800-432-8517

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING
Accurate
preparati on
of
term
papers.theses.research papers,resumes ,etc . Assistance with spell ing,punctuation,&
grammar. On campus pickup & delivery
available. Reasonable rates. 273-5061 .

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control informotion , pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening , low cost, confidential services.

Typing /word processing . Thesis ,reports.resumes.etc. High quality typing at
reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
Cindy at 671-3325 or 660-1220, day or eve.

Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

COOPER OFFICE SERVICE-Typing by a
professional-fast-dependable-273-0553. ·
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp . Full time. Term·
papers , theses, reports, resumes, etc .
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
Bea , 678-1386.

1-------____;--------i

Fast professional typing services, IBM
equipment.1 mile from UCF, 275-1709 Patsy.
,

I

Typingfword Processing. Thesis,Reports,Resumes,etc. High quality typing at
reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
Cindy c;rt 671-3325 or 660-1220, Day or Eve.
Typing service available, 11 years experience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.
TYPING. Quality/assurance in 30 yrs exper.
IBM Sel.ll. Diss,thesis,reports,letters resumes.
UCF employee & 1 mlle from UCF. Marti 3656874.
computer word processing, customized .
resumes, theses, term papers , reports, etc .
From $1 .50/pg. Call Dqn , 678-3173.
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
experience at low rotes. Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
RESUMES
Designed/typed - 671-3007.

L-------------------1

lndivluuo1 ~nt1dentla1 Counse11ng
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE.

RD. WINTER PARK

' 628-0405"
Toll Free 800-432-5249

lost&found
White bracelet swiss watch . Lost in library
9/2/83 reward 859-5563.
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A paid supplement by the Program & __8_cti_viti~s Council
-

Dr. Ruth Westheimer

Tllne: 8:30 Septe01ber 12, 198 3
Place: SCA

* Please note change from the gym to the SCA
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David Brenner at UCF?
A Transfer Student?
No-It's Homecoming 83'
Students buy your tickets
at the SC Main Desk and
the Bookstore.
Don't Forget...
Homecoming is early this
yea·r. The week begins
September 25 with "Let's
Go Tootsie" Including a
Tqotsie Look-A-Like Contest,
the movie.an.d a pizza
eating contest too.
Ruth Westtiel mer
"Speaks Sexually''
.
this mondoy September
12 In the SCA

Please note the change
from the gym to the SCA
SC MOVIES
"Sophie's 'choice
September 9&11 ·
8:30 SCA

Cinema Classique
"Wizards"
September 14
8:30SCA
"The Sword and the
Sorcerer"
September 16
8:30 SCA

Featuring
-explosive
film

Midnight movie
"Kentucky Fried Movie"
September 16
12:00SCA

footage
of brutal
scenes

The PAC congratulates
Lou Sobon and the UCF
Knights fm their victory
over Elizabeth City

from

37-7
GO KNIGHTS

professional
sports!

MISTAKES...
Everybody makes them
so we just want to let you
know that the midnight
movie, "Kentucky Fried Movie,"
scheduled for september
23 on the calendar will be
shown September 16 in the

· with

Attorney RICHARD BORROW

Chairman of The American Bar Association Task Fon:t~ on SJ)(Jfls Viol•n:e.

SCA

Time: 8:00 September·21

Place: SCA

Student Center Movies
Sophie's 'choice
The Sword and the Sorcerer
Sept. 9&11 8:30 SCA

A RALPH BAKSH1 FILM

~
.

Cinema Classique

Sept. 16 8:30 SCA

Midnight Movie

Kentucky Fried Movie
Wizards Sept. 1~

Sept. 1612:00 SCA

8:30 SCA
A paid supplement by the PAC, a student government funded organization.
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•

HOMECOMING CONCERT
SEPTEMBER 30,1983

Time: 8:00
•

Place: U.C.F. GYM
Price: $6 Students
$8 Alumni,
& Staff
Faculty
•
·_$12 General Admission
Students faculty and staff tickets
available at the SC Main Desk and the Bookstore
General Admission tickets available at Select-A-Seat Outlets

M

-~""'--...,.._.

-"

_

__

~-"·

Sponsored by the U.C.F. Alumni Association and
Student Government in cooperation with the PAC.

HOMECOMING·PICNIC
1PM-6PM Lake Claire
October 1,1983
CONTINUOUS ENTERTAINMENT
I :00-2 :00 Budapest String Band
2:30-4:00 UCF Jazz Band
4:00-5:00 John Charles-Folksinger/Comedian
5:00-6:00 Square Dance
6:00
Sky Divers-Titusville Parachute Center

FOR KIDS OF ALL AGES:
I :00-6:00 Bobo Goldberg Street Mime
Magic by Robert Labby _
Appearence by Chuck E. Cheese
Carnival Booths Sponsored by Student Organizations
Buy Barbecue Ticket, or bring a picnic dinner.

BABECUE BEGINS AT 4PM
Advance tickets only. No tickets will be sold at the gate!
ADULTS-$4 CHILDREN under 12-$3
MEAL PLAN-$2.00 plus·meal card
MENU
114 lb Hamburgers & 114 lb Hot Dogs
(one each or two of either)
UNLIMITED ... Baked Beans Com-on-the-cob
Iced Tea
Cole Slaw Watermelon

Soft Drinks
Macaroni Salad Lemonade
Beer

FREE SOUVENIR CUP WITH
BARBECUE!
A paid supplement by the PAC, a Student Government funded organization.
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SC
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CUT ALONG LINE

the men of ·u.c.f.
•g4 calendar

CUT ALONG LINE

APPLICATION FORM
·The Popular Entertainment Committee is
combing the campus in search of dashing young gents to appear in our
. Men of U.C.F.1984 Calendar.· If you are
· · an absolute dreamboat or know of someone who is, fill qut this application, enclosing your/his photograph and signature, and drop it by Centralized Services
(SC Main Desk). The deadline is September 19, 1983. Twelve lucky men will be selected, (one to grace each calendar
month), and another handsome devil will
pose for the cover/centerfold.

J

[
[.

I

YOUR PHOTO HERE

]

[
]
L~~~=7E:=;;;:i~1~

Name:_--'-_ __,____ VITAL STATISTICS
Age:
Height: _ _ _ __
Hair Color: _ _ __

Phone No.:
· UCF Status:

Signature of Photo Subject

Eye Color: _ _ _ __

Major:

Weight: _ _ _ __

Date

• Calendar presales begin September 12 for only S4 at SC Main Desk

CUT ALONG LINE

CALENDAR
SC Movie
SOphie'S Choice
8:30 pm SCA
sc game night
10:30 pm-S:OOam

Dr. Ruth's Guide to GOOD SEX
September 12 8:30 pm SCA

IFC TRIP
TO Ga. Southern.

Lambda Chi - un Your Buns

11 DR.

12

WESTHEIMER
SC Movie
8:30pm GYM
Sophie's Choice. Student Gov't cam8:30pmSCA
palgnlng thru 9/19

13
HOMECOMING
APPLICATIONS
DEADLINE

14
lassique Cinema

"WIZARDS"
8:30pmSCA

SC MOVIE
The Sword and
the sorcerer
8:30pmSCA

19
Student Gov't
Campaigning
Ends

20
Student Gov't
Elections

student Gov't
Elections

SCMovie
16
The Sword and
the Sorcerer
8:30pmSCA

UCF JV Cheerleader
tryouts

PAC Retreat
Weekend

Alpha Phi Alpha
Gentleman's Qurrel

UCF JV CHEERLEA ING CLINIC THRU 9 6

18

15

21

Speaker Film Prog.
Violence in Sports
8:00pmSCA

/

A pa id supp[ement by the ~AC , a Slud_ent Government funded organization .
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Styx defends rock's integrity in opera
by Wayne Starr
Future !I~

Riding the crest of their
fifth consecutive platinum
album, Styx COULD HAVE
played it safe. They COULD
HAVE dragged someone like
J oaii Jett to make 30 minutes
of innoucuous noise before
taking the stage themselves
·at the Orange County Civic
Center. They COULD HAVE
run through an hour and a
half of their hits, said goodbye and went on back to their
hotel. They COULD HAVE ...
Instead, in this, their 11th
year of touring, Styx created
rock opera.
Set in the not-too-distant

future (remember, 1984 is only four months away), the
Styx opera tells the story of
one Robert Kilroy (keyboardist/ v oc ali st
Dennis'
DeYoung) a fictional worldfamous rock star thrown in
jail when Dr. Everett
Righteous (guitarist/vocalist
Jrunes Young), a fundamentalist preacher, gains enough
power to have rock 'n roll banned in the United States. At
the same time, young
Jonathon
Chance
(guitarist/vocalist Tommy
Shaw) is leading a rebel movement to bring the,music back.
Disguised as one of the
Japanese robots built to
guard him, "Mr. Robotos,"

DeYoung, as Kilroy, tells
Kilroy escapes from prison.
When Jonathon and Kilroy Jonathon and the crowd that
meet at the old Paradise nothing in life is easy, but "If
Theatre, this first act, told via you're willing to work, why
an eleven minute film pro- not go ahead and give it a
j ected on two screens, ends, try;'' while Young, as the evil
Dr. Righteous, curses rock 'n
and the live action begins.
What the audience see.s live roll, that ''vile plague Elvis
is actually what Kilroy sees Presley brought dowi:i.''
The only real disappointEileen Samelson/Future
as flashbacks-the series of
ment
of the evening was the ·
"Adam Raised a Cain," by
events leading up to his arrest
and impr1sonment. Beginning songs that weren't played. Tim Foreman of Lithia
with "Mr. Roboto" and en- But since it would take about Springs, Ga.
ding with "Haven't We been six hours to play everything
Here Before," the band whip- everybody wanted to hear,
ped through a tight 2% hour, this was understandable. So
20-song set, with band while "Blue Collar Man" was
members occasionally taking played, "Great White Hope,"
time out from playing and also from the Pieces of Eight
singing to slip into their
Styx, page 18
Kilroy Was Here personas.

A modern
twist to old
world'. form
by David W ersi,n ger

'Barefoot in the Park' is
quality entertainment
in classic Simon tradition
by Donna HowelJ
Entertainment editor

Neil Simon's honeymoon
sitcom "Barefoot in the
Park'' makes a honey of a production for Once Upon a
Stage Dinner Theater.
A penthouse apartment,
engaging neighbors, a lovely
wife and a self-sacrificing
mother-in-law--what. else
could a budding lawyer need,
except perhaps a bit of
marital Blistex.
Steven Black plays the
astute young attorney Paul
Bratter. A step above preppy,
Brat ter is collegiately
overstuffed. Wife Corie, also
known as Mary Grace Gordon,
exemplifies
the
overzealous bride with hot
pink baby doll jammies and a
general zest for life.
That the twain shall never
meet goes without saying~

That they have already married leaves one speechless, as
their antics confound each
.other and their debted audience.
"Barefoot in the Park" is
performed in a single, drafty.
fifth-floor walkup. Strangely
eno.ugh, there is no park to be
seen. The opening scene finds
Corie surveying the new
apartment, her first independent decision. The hole in the
ceiling makes the skylight
more authentic. The closetsized bedroom is deliciously
cozy and the fifth-floor
walkup will discourage
unwelcome solicitors.
It also discourages her new
hubby. Pragmatic Paul would
be ,horrified, but he is too
busy regaining his breath
from the long climb to notice.
He does notice as the play
progresses.
So does Corrie's mother,
Mrs. Banks, played convinc•

Encore staff

·

L-R: Corie Bratt.er, Victor Velasco, Mrs. Banks and (back),

Paul Bratt.er.

ingly by veteran actor
Virginia Light. Just in the
nick of time· comes Victor
Velasco, the comic book hero
of the building. -

Banks is serenaded by the
mountain climber, why is she
wearing Velasco's kimono
and where are her clothes?

Will Corrie run off ~ith the
telephone repairman, will
Paul win his first case in court
(or simply come down with a
case of the flu)? For that matter,· what happens when Mrs.

Only · Simon knows, and
he's not saying. The result is
hilarious, heartwarming and
oh-so-typical of human relationships. "Barefoot in the
Park" will run ~hrough Oct. 2:

Commentary

Valencia's East Campus
Gallery's newest· exhibition,
The V(!ssel: A Continuing
Tradition, takes a modern
look at one of society's oldestknown art forms, the clay pot.
In ancient civilizations, the
vessel's primary function was
to hold water, wine, grain and
a host of other foods, liquids
and plants. In many cultures,
it was believed that the clay
pot also contained the spirit
of the owner, and when he
died, the vessel was destroyed
and buried along with him.
The seven southeastern artists represented in this exhibition were selected for
their different approaches to
the clay pot in terms of form
and belief in this ''.spirit.''
Function is no longer a concern to the artist since
cheaper materials can provide
the same service more
economica:Ily and efficiently.
The artists, Shizuko Alexander, Tim Ludwig, Don McCance, Ron Meyers, Tim
Foreman, Tom Zwierlein and
Jeanie · Britt, use techniques
ranging from salt-glazed
Pott.ery, page 17 ·

Five milestone albums.that any serious collector should own by Richard Truett

!

debut album. This album
singlehandedly ushered in the
psychedelic era. Rock critics
Rock 'n roll has gone
cite this ·album as perhaps the
Jf
through many stages-folk
second most · important,
rock, psychedelic rock, funk,
behind the Beatles' Sergeant
soul and country rock, to
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
name a few. We are in the
Band. The Doors contains the
midst of the "new wave" in
number one smash, Light My
1983. In due time, new wave
Fire, Break On Through To
will run its course and give
The Other Side, and the FM
way to some other form of
standard The End, which was
tock.
. ., . . . . ....,. ...The following is a · brief songs . .This album is the best featured in the movie
sampling· of five 'albums that the Supremes had to offer. Apocalypse Now. Some
(I think) captures the essence The 35 tracks on this threeof rock in its various phases: · record set include: Baby
(1) Di~na ·Ross and the Love, Stop! In The Name Of
Supremes: AntholQgy.
Love, Love Child, I Hear a
America invented rock and Symphony and the truly
the· British took it away but classic You Just Keep Me
one thing the British have Hangin' On Included is a
never done, is give the world a brief, but insightful history
soul group. The Supremes are of the group.
the premier soul group to this (2) The Doors: The
day. They racked up an im- Doors.
pressive string of hits, inNo group ever had a more
eluding nine number one controversial or successful

albums transcend the boundries of time, and this is one
of them.

? ·•

Encore staff

!

After 10 years of touring, personnel changes and general
dues-paying, the result: Fleetwood Mac becrune an over·
nil!ht sensation.

(4) Led Zeppelin: Fourth
Album '
·

t•. . ,

~

(3)

Fleetwood

Mac:

Rumuors
The 1970s was a sleepy
decade for music-until this
album was relea~ed. It topped
the charts for an incredible
six months. Four top tens
come from this album: Go
Your Own Way, Don't Stop,
You Make Lovin' Fun, and
the number one hit Dreams.

The most popular heavy
metal group of all time, Led
Zeppelin's finest album con·
tains these killer cuts: Black
Dog, Rock And' Rol~ Four
Sticks, and the most requested song of the 1970s,
Stairway To Heaven. Every
one of their albums was a
platinum success; this is the
album that firmly established
the~ as .legends. '

(5) The Beatles: Let it be
· It wasn't the Beatles' best

album but it may have been
their most significant one.
Recorded before Ab bey
Classics, page 14

·
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CUTOUT
INFLATION!

We can all beat
inflation if we. just use our
dollars anCf sense.

Classics---------frompagel3

ALOT
OF THE ABUSES
CHllDREN
ENDURE ARE

Optical Outlets

EVEN WORSE
THAN

BROKEN BONES.

~----

~ eb!lf'l ~~- ..
.

rl-&.4

1 '""

6e:t/ii

Check our fabulous
prices on the finest
-names in sunglasses.

~-.,. c~

from

BAUSCH & LOMB

WINGS™
The holiest new style
on sunglasses

Compare our prices on
prescription eyeglasses.
Includes frames and lenses.
Cataract lenses not included .

s49
s59

Bifocals

$69

Trifocals

Single Vlslon

(i)

CLASSIC

AVIATOR STYLE
Great looking metal fram es

Suggested Retail

Suggested Retail

s50

s41 to s55
Our Prices

Our Price

Abused children
are helpless.
Unless you help._

s4a s2s1os44.
The genuine Ray -Ban, by Bausch &
Lomb. Precision optical QL!ality, glare
protection and light control, completely
free of distortion.

Write: National Committee for
Prevention of Child Abuse.
..
., Box 2866. Chicago, Ill. 60690

CARRERA
•

PORSCHE DESIGN
Our precision ground lenses are the
highest quality available. No extra
charge for strong prescriptions or
oversized lenses_Choose from over
800 quality frames .

Horrible as it may seem, battered children are only a part
of the child abuse problem.
About one million children in
America are abused every year.
Some are emotionally abused,
others sexually, and st.ill others
suffer from neglect. The situation is desperate but not hopeless. Over 80% of the abusers
can be helped. We know what
to do but we can't do it alone.

""9

A Public Service of This Newspaper
& The Advertising Council ~S

The ultimate in protection and fashion

S89&UP

Spector added strings and
horns, and cut out a lot of
Harrison's guitar work. After
Spector ~ompleted his job,
the album was released. It
! followed the release Abbey
• j Road and preceded the formal
breakup of the Beatles by just
a few months. This album is
significant in that it stands as
a classic textbook example of
a group in decline--four
creative giants who grew to
the poin.t where they couldn't
work together.
It is a sad eptiaph indeed.
ney to let him give it the once
over. The result was about a
million miles away from the Future editor in chief Mike
Griffin contributed to th~s
album's original concept.
stary.

College Night J Tu_e sdays

You can't buy better than Optical
Outlets. Come in and we'll prove it.

Imports $1.00 ·

Your best buy in sight.

Optical Outlets.
Factory Outlet Mall
5401 West Oak Ridge Road
Phone: 305-351-5745

(with College ID)

Mon. - T.V. Football
Thurs. - .Electronic Dart Tournaments
Fri. & Sat. - Live Entertainment
..

SEPT. 2-3 THE MIX
(All Girl New Wave Band)

Happ,y Hou! 4:30 - 6:30

•

Road in an effort to provide
their · fans with a "live
album," the Beatles original·
ly produced the album
themselves cutting all the
tracks live.
Upon completion, the
group's bickering over the
quality of the sound led to the
shelving of the product.
Along came independent producer Phil Spector who convinced Lennon and McCart-

.if~

Beer · Wine · Sandwlc:he~

834-630'0

HOURS:
Mon. - Thurs. 11-12
Fri. & Sat. 11·2
1·01 CANDACE DR. I FERN PARK
1 FREE DRAFT WITH THIS AD

Inflation
is threatening
the evolution
of higher
education.
Help! Give to the college
of your choice.
f!WI

A pubf!c tcrvicz of thia N!Wlpaptt

~ ond The Ad .. nblna Council.

~!;:

Cou ncil (o, financial Aki lO Educallon, Inc.
mm;. 680 Fifch AYCnuc, New \Orie, N.Y.10019

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA'S 2nd ANNUAL

SUN YOUR BUNS
~ke

"STRANGER"
From lO:OOA.M.
$4.00 in advance

4:.00P.M. ·
$5.00 at gate

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS
WORTH OF DOOR PRIZES
TICKETS ON SALE
AT
STUDENT GOVERNMENT KIOSK

r1cKETS ON SALE
AT
STUDENT GOVERNMENT KIOSK

PROCEDES TO BENEFIT THE DOUG RUBY MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION

LAKE CLAIRE SAT. SEPT.17th

Page.15 -
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The pendulum in the pits
Is the world spinning? Not according to the Engifleering Dept.'s Foucault experiment
by Wayne Starr ·
Future staff

Make t~t 48 days. Or 48 weeks. Or maybe
even forever for that matt~r. Because while the
world hasn't stopped spinning, the Foucault
pendulum in the Engineering Building has.
Dr. George Schrader, assistant deal) of the
engineering college, blames the out-ofcommission pendulum on "a faulty electronic
mechanism."
According to Schrader, power is necessary
for the pendulum to move. That power is provided by an electronic hammer which strikes
the mechanism, driving the pendulum. Unfortunately, Schrader says, the mechanism is too
small to withstand the pressure generated by
the striking hammer. As a result, the circuits
break and must be replaced every three or tour
months.
The pendulum has sat idle since the spring,
Schrader says, because "we have neither the
time nor the motivation to fix the thing right
now."
"Frankly, it's a headache," Schrader said.
"The mechanism has been redesigned several
times, but it doesn't last. And nobody likes
climbing up onto the ceiling of the fifth floor to
get at the thing."
Dr. Jack Noon, chairman of the physics

department, also located in the engineering
building, has another theory on the mystery of
the pendulum that seems determined to prove
Columbus wrong, nearly 500 years after the
, Italian explorer convinced the world that the
earth was not flat.
"When I asked why it didn't work, I was told
it had to do with a computer problem,", Noon
said. "Seems no one has figured out a way to
program the computer that controls the power
to provide a continuous flow of electricity at
night and oii weekends."
Noon also said that since that same computer controls the power to the labs, unless
special arrangements are made ahead of time,
both students and faculty are denied access to
the labs after hours.
Noon speculated that the pendulum may be
stuck in its non-moving state because of orders
from higher-ups to conserve energy.
But Schrader disagrees. "That's ridiculous,"
he said. "It has nothing to do with power cutbacks. It only costs a 'few pennies to run the
thing."
Schrader promised that as soon as things
settle down this semester, some of UCF's
engineering experts will take another crack at
redesigning the faulty mechanism with the
hopes of getting the pendulum back into the
swing of things once again.

The pendulum remains motionless while deans disagree on the
problem ..

UCF Theater announces cast ca 11
,
for melodrama The Front Page
1

Auditions for the first production in ,the recently refurbished UCF Theater, Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur's The Front Page, will be
held Wednesday and Thursday 7-10 p.m. in the UCF
Theatre. A 3-5 p.m. session on
.

Thursday is also scheduled.
Seventeen male and five
female roles are to be cast for
the play, a 1928 .comedymelodrama about Chicago
newspapermen.
The play will open Nov. 3.
1983.

,.

THE ·A-B SHOP
Precision Style Cµt $8.00

Two-income families ...

IX_

should be sure to have the correct amount of tax withheld from each
paycheck. Details are found in free IRS Publication 505, available by
using the handy order form in your tax package.
·

'

~
~

A public service message from the Internal Revenue Service.

..

Full Senlee SalDn

Walk-1,,S Welcome

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
()\'inn Dixie Center)
tfNJ01'1 PARK

282-1700
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8 ,,,j

ELECTRONIC/COMPUTER ENGINEERS

"You really haven't tasted I talian·Food until y~u try ult!.

........
.......

10% Discount With UCF ID

Bread Baked on Pref!'ISe~_ .
.-~
.--- · --

. . -,..-- ·-

:-

YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO- GET
YO~R DEGREE, BUT NOW -YOU'~E PUZZLED
ABOUT WHERE vou·CAN GO TO BEST
USE THOSE SKILLS

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC CENTER
oHW.s a civil service career as an engineer with a chance to
work with state-of-the-art technology .to· support the most
advanced defense weapons systems In the world.
Warner Robina ALC will hire approx. 80 electronic/computer
engineers. For more Info. call toll free
1-800-841-9193 or 1-800-342-0570 (In Georgia)
or write to: DPCSC-Employment office, Robins A.F.B.,Georgta 31098 ·

ROBINS A.F.Q., GEORGIA 31098
U.S CITIZENSHIP Fo!EQUIREO - AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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THURSDAY NIGHT

"COLLEGE NIGHT"
FEATURING
•5¢ BEER 9:00 - 10:00 P.M.
• 50¢DRAFf $1.00 DRINKS ALL NIGHT , .
•PREMIER STATE-OF· THE ART VIDEO SYSTEM WITH THE ..
BEST TOP 40 VIDEO MUSIC
•TASTEFUL GROOMING REQUIRED
(NO T-SHIRTS OR TORN JEANS)

305-295-3750
4315 N. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL -1/4 MILE SOUTH OF LEE RD.
YOU MUST BE 19 - valid state i.d. re uiled
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stoneware
to slabconstructed, lidded vessels.
The clayworks also represent
different points in time, from
Ludwig's ancient-looking
Vessel with Handle, to
Zwierlein's futuristic RetoSphere-Fear. All of the artists, however, are united in
their reference and reverence
for the vessel as an art form.

Most of the vessels in the
exhibition are offered for sale,
with prices ranging from $200
to $1,400. For more information, contact Judith Page,
Valencia's gBnery curator, at
(305) 299-5000. The exhibit is
scheduled to run through Oct.
7. The gallery's hours are 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

Eileen Samelson/Future

Tom Zwierlein of Lexington, Ky. named his works "Disk Dance" (1) and "Tube Tensions" (r).

Greeks feature fel.lowship, scholOrship
by Cindy Brown

university campuses and even
to snow-covere~ slopes.
To highlight the year, each
If you're looking for in- spring the greeks get together
volvement, entertainment for a modern version of the
and friendship at UCF, con- Olympics. This festival, 'Called Greek Week, covers a
sider: the gr~ek life.
The UCF campus is home variety of events which range
to 11 fraternities and six from athletics to talent to parsororities. · These organiza-\,·1 tying. For two days, ~the int!ons place emphasis on · dividual sororities and frateracademic excellence as well as nities meet in friendly comparticipation in athletic and petition to battle it out at
such "prestigious events~' as
campus activities.
Scholarship is one priority innertube and tricycle racing,
with the greeks. Chapters of- pyramid building and beer
fer "study buddy" systems,
time management seminars
and other relevant programs
to their membe;rs to ease the
transition to college life. At
the end of the year, academic
achievement is rewarded with
group and individual recognition awards.
The greek system, however,
is not "all work and no play."
·Each semester sororities and
fraternities plan social parties, · special trips and greek
get-togethers. Examples of
theme parties held in the past
are the "Boxer Short and
Button-down Party" and the
, "Nut and Bolt Party." At the
latter party, one can spend an
entire evening carrying a bolt
around wbile searching for
the own~r of its matching nut.
On weekends, greeks also
travel to the beach, to other
Future staff
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
BA·ll
BA·35
Tl·35·SP
BA·55
11·55·11
11·57
11·66 NEW)

J3

22

.

. 17 . 43 ~
33
29 BA·55
52

4

PC·200(NEW) ..52
Tl·ProgriJllmer . 50
Tl·5040 ·11
49
Tl-5130 • . .. 60
Tl-5142-111
75
Tl-5219
. 130
Tl-5310 (NEW) . 97

chugging.
The talent portion of Greek
W e~k consists of Greek Sing
Night, an evening where each
fraternity and sorority sings
original songs about their
fellow greek organizations.
Fraternities and sororities
get involved in the community by supporting ·several local
and national charities. Each
chapter holds fund-raising
profects for their favorite
charities and some make
visits to various centers or
homes.

Eileen Samelson/Future

Three of Foreman's pottery works are on display at Valencia's
East Campus Gallery. .
·

The T. Rowe Price 403 (b) plan
gives ~u freedom ofchoice and
freedom to change.

HEWLETT·PACKARD

LCD PROBLEM SOLVERS

HP· 10C Scientific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $54
HP-11C Scientific . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
HP-15C Scientific . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
HP-12C Financial ..................... 90
HP-16C Programmer .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... 90
HP 41C
HP·41CV
Optical Wand
ca1d Reader
Pn111erl82143AI

Hr·ll ACQSSORllS
HP· IL Mooule

01g1tat Cassette Dnve
HP IL Printer
Aroustic Mocl.Jm

-~EP THIS AD FOR FUTIJRE REFERENCE
IT Will NOT BE REPFATED
Atm\tfll\ dnnv1tH IDI M1u1rmi 01 Ynt ~, ••~ 111 phtiw • ' h..hic1 1
lmU1rtl ll•hll co ) lonr•CODd4H40ll h1

°"" """'°'

•ro l lOllH o41 1 ~ &lo.it~'" •lla44 ..110HI"'" ''""

-&.•

..~ 1oci.,.. w1m (" colh) 111 .!n.111.t.,_ Jo-.i., ,.,.. "'"'
It< rlrfm"
eolr. Alt llll· nJ lltl<IWIDUI ~ IWID
NIW t11 OUAIITT ANO coarm1.

The T. Rowe Price 403(b)(7) plan gives
the employees of nonprofit and educational
organizations the advantages of retirement
investing with pretax dollars ... and something more.
Choose your investment o~jective.
We offer 403(b)(7) participants the freedom
to choose from eight no-load mutual funds,
including stock, bond, international, and
money market funds. These funds pursue a
number of distinct and different objectives,
including high current yield with safety of
principal, capital appreciation, or stable
income over the long term.
Change course with a toll-free call.
When changes in personal needs or in
financial markets suggest a change in investment strategy, we ofter your plan participants
the freedom to move their money to other
T. Rowe Price Funds. All it t~es 'is a toll-free
phone call. And there's never a sales charge
or a transtcr kc.

Investment specialists since 1937.
T. Rowe Price manages more than $8 billion
in mutual fund assets. We're also investment
adviser to many large corporate pension plans.
Whichever.fond participants choose for
their 403(b)(7) .plan, they'll benefit from over
45 years of investment management expertise.
For more complete information on the
T. Rowe·Price Funds, call toll free:

1-800-638-5660.
· 1r1=:-rush me rhc !Tee;_Rnwe Price 403 (b)(7) planning kir I

Jnd .1 ti.111d prospectus with mon: rnmplcte inthm1ation, including
111.rnJgement kc Jnd other charges Jnd expenses. r will read it
cJn:ti.ill~· bt.:frm: inwsting.
_ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Org.rnizJrion _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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100 fa~r Prm Street. BJ.lri: :, MD 21202_B~ ~
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Somebody jumped on stage·
and nearly tackled the blondhaired Shaw, while uniformed
guards, appearing to be
security, dragged him away.
Yet the offender was no
concert-crasher and the
security no cops. They were
all part of the show, totally
fooling the crowd. One by one,
four of the five band members
were pulled away, leaving only drummer John Panozzo
alone to fight for what's
good-to fight for rock 'n roll.
But soon even he succumbed
to Righteous' rampaging Majority for Musical Morality
storm troopers.

album, was not. "Foolin'
yourself'' made the grade,
"Superstars" did not. "The
Best of Times" and
"Renegade" made the cut;
"Babe" and "Why Me" did
not.
An unexpected, but not
unwelcome surprise was the
band's seemingly spontaneous tribute to Jerry Lee
Lewis. After "Miss America"
but before "Come Sail
Away," Young, Shaw and
Company delivered on-target
versions of '•areat Balls of
Fire" and "Whole Lotta
Shakin' Goin' On," which
DeYoung called "the record
that got me interested in rock
'n roll in the first place."

Then, like the show bega;n,
Kilroy and Chance were alone
again at the Paradise
Theatre, now Righteous '
Museum of Rock Pathology.
Chance, moved by Kilroy' s

Then, all of sudden, chaos
appeared to break loose.

CAMPUS

w ORSH I P

story, vows never to end his
struggle to bring back the
music he, and a whole generation, loves. With acoustic
guitar in hand, he slowly
breaks into the appropriately
touching "Haven't We Been
Here Before." Gradualiy,
Kilroy joins in. When the two,
joined by the rest of the band,
breaks into a feverish rendi·
tion of the Be~tles' raveup
"Twist and Shout," the
message is clear: Long live
rock 'n roll.

DEDICATION.
WE MAKE AN ISSUE OF IT EVERY WEEK.

The Future has a paid position open for
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR.Basic editing and layout
skills are required. For more informati~n call 275-2601
or 275-2865. Applications can be filled out at the paper's
business office near the Student Health Center.
.Become a part of one of UCF's oldest traditions:
the student-staffed Future.

Correction

WE'RE YOUR PU~ LIBRARY
In the Sept. 2 issue of the
Future, a photo of pottery from
the Crealde Art Center ran n. S).
with the caption, "Unglazed l.1~ ~ \J
~
pottery by students ... "
The pottery is the work of
Crealde resident artist Susan
Hudson. The Future regrets
the error.

®

A Public Service of This Newspaper
& The Advertising Council

Brother,
can
you

spare
some
time?

THIS SuNDAY AND EVERY SuNDA Y

10:30 AM
SC227
STUDY LOUNGE
LED BY
.
REv. Bos GIBBS
(UNITED METHODIST)
DIRECTOR, UNITED CAMPUS
. MI NI STRY

edCross.
~- , The Good ·
Neighbor.

A LL 8TUDENTS WELCOME

C oME C ELEBRATR WITH

Us
Tim

Barto/Future ....__ _ _ ____,_ ____.

A.l.S. -THE ASSOCIATION OF
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS~

<

l

EXTENDS: A WELCOME TO ALL
STUDENTS HERE ATU.C.F .I
This orga.nization is for everyone. Come join

Us for a culturally fun-filledy_ear.

·

. EX: ACTIVITIES PLANNED FOR FALL SEMESTER
SEPT. •Homecoming float & booth at lake
Clair picnic.
OCT. • AWard Dinner I Show Party
•Bake Sale \
NOV. •Ping-Pong Tournament-Prize-$50.00
•Trip planned
.
DEC. • . A.Christmas·Costume Pqrty
*A.LS. NOW HASA BRAND NEW INTERNATIONAL
SOCCER TEAM. MEETING EVERY FRIDAY AT
6:00 P.M.ON THE U.C.F. PRACTICE FIELD.
We are here to help you·in everyway- including
academically. So come by and join our fun, or say-hello,
at the student center-rm. 152 or call 275-2653.
... t ... V
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... ., ..

-

.. - -
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Sports week
to

Saban's Knights ready tackle
Georgia Sc;>uthern on the road
I

by Creig Ewing
Future sports. •

•

UCF football coach Lou Saban must have
been feeling a sense of deja vu as he prepared
the Knights for their first away game of the
season Saturday night against Georgia
Southern College in Statesboro.
Saban is going into this game, like last
week's against Elizabeth City, without much
information on the opponent.
The Georgia Southern Eagles, in their first
football season since 1941, compiled a 7-3-1
record last year including an opening game
16-9 win oyer UCF when time ran out for the
.Knights on the GSC seven yard-line. .
Saban says revenge won't be a factor.
"We're not even concerned about what happened last year. They know they're going to
have to play hard to win.''
The Eagles, sometimes referred to as the
Bald Eagles, due to tbe hairless pate of coach
Erk Russell, also have big plans for their football program. Like UCF, they plan to move up
to Division 1-AA next year and are in. the process of building new stadium that will eventually seat 60,000:

a

Russell, who left a position of defensive
coach at the University of Georgia to take over
the reins at Georgia Southern, doesn't expect
his team to match last year's record due to an
upgraded schedule this year.
"We'd like to do as well as last year. We're
hopeful, but realistically it just isn't so," he
said.
The Eagles have an edge on the Knights.
Russell was in the press box watching UCF
manhandle Elizabeth City State University
37-7. He was impressed.
"I don't know much about Elizabeth City, but except for one interception, Central Florida
played flawless. They were faultless on
defense.''
Russell says he is proudest of the Eagles running attack led by sophomore tailback Melvin
Bell who rushed for. 688 yards on 122 carries
for a 5.6 yard average last year. Fellow
tailback, sophomore Ricky Harris, gained 620
yards on 73 carries for an average of 8.5 yards.
Saban, page 22

Tim Barto/Future

UCF head coach Lou Saban was all smiles after last week's 377 victory over Elizabeth City State.

UCF rips Elizabeth City State
by Mike Griffin

first quarter with a six yard field goal to push the
Knight's ahead for gooq. That
TD toss to Lorenza Rivers.
On the next set of downs, night, Ryerson also tied the
It didn't rain on Lou
Saban's parade on Sept. Thyhsen threw his only in- UCF record for most con2 as his Knights manhandled terception of the evening to secutive extra points at 15.
the Elizabeth City State Viking deep back Horace
Thyhsen's
second
University Vikings in a 37-7 Pendergrass who returned it
romp that will go into the 71 yards for ECSU's only touchdown pass came midbooks as UCF's first Division ~touchdown. On UCF's next way in the second quarter on
possession,
however, an eight yard completion to
II victory.
Heavy thunderstorms early Thyhsen completed three con- wide receiver Brian Glasford
in the evening thinned the secutive confidence builders that capped an 11 play drive
opening game crowd down to called by Saban. Thyhsen from the Viking's 46 yard
9,041, but the Knights played said the completions "didn't line.
like it was all sunshine and add up to a lot of yards," but
roses. Led by the passing of they reassured him of throwUCF's next campaign saw a
junior quarterback Dana ing ability.
71 yard push on eight plays
Thyhsen (18 of 26 for 169
and celebrated the end of the
yards with 1 interception and
"I didn't even see him first half with a Thyhsen
a UCF record 3 touchdown (Pendergrass)
there,'> touchdown pass to senior
passes) and a fast, hard hit- Thyhsen said of the intercep- wide receiver Jeff Froehlich.
ting defense, UCF kept the tion. "I saw an open receiver
The Knights' defense conVikings in check for virtually and six points and the guy tinued to hound Viking
the entire contest.
came out of nowhere."
quarterback John Robinson ·
Thyhsen turned in the best
in the third quarter. On just
performance of his collegiate
On the Knight's next the third play from scrimcareer. His well-timed passing possession, placekicker Scott
attack drew blood early in the Ryerson kicked a 24-yard
UCF,page23
Future sports

Pam Glmson/Future

UCF quarterback Dana Thyhsen takes a snap from center.

WUCF out of bounds with a professional announcer
Sports
view

In what seems. like another
deliberate move to alienate
student activity at WUCF, the
station's sports department
has hired a professional nonstudent to do play-by-play
broadcasting for UCF football
games.
Two WUCF student sports
department announcers, John .

· Meyerholz and Vicki Venturini,
were not even asked if they
would like to do the broadcasts
and that is wrong.
WUCF is still considered a
student lab for radio and TV
~jors and denying great opportunities such as this to any
student is simply outrageous.
Station General Manager
Keith Fowles, a UCF staff
member;, and Sports Director
Tracy Clayton, a student, are
are befug iru:onsistent in their
defense of the decision. Both
contend that WUCF is still a
student staff-oriented station,
but not when it comes to UCF
football broadcasts. They
maintain that football must be
isolated from the rest of the
sports coverage in order to

present a professional image.
It is true that the football
broadcasts are underwritten
by Red Lobster restaurants
and it is no secret that Clayton
and Fowles want to present a
professional product to the
firm so they will continue in
their underwriting. However,
since Red Lobster · has never
stipulated how the station
handles the broadcasts, the
decision to go pro right from
the beginning of this season
was inexcusable. Meyerholz
and/or ·v entllrini should have
been given a shot. It appears as
though WUCF was trying to
play their games a little too
safe, and in the process they
have eliminated some of their
players.

So Fowles and Clayton get
their professional image by
putting Dave Bachynski, a
worker at Orlando's WKIS, in
the job. Bachynski is not to be
blamed for taking the job, the
issue is that the job was ever
offered. Th~ fact remains, that
he is filling a position on a campus stations while students sit
on.the sidelines.
Fowles atid Clayton claim
that neither Meyerholz or Ven. turini have the football experience
or
knowledge
necessary to do a good job.
How they gain this experience
is a mystery. Do they acquire it
by watching Irv and Brent on
Sundays?
Perhaps in my haste I forgot
that "real" football announcers

are born and not made. They
come into the world with their
Monday · Night Football
]blazers tailored exactly to fit
and their knowledge-- Of the
nickel defense engraved in
their minds. Howard, "the
Giff" and "Dandy Don" were
never beginners, they were
born with microphones in
hand.
The bottom line is that. experience is truly the best
t.eacher. Students Meyerholz
and Venturini won't learn
much about broadcasting foot.ball games this year.
I only hope this column will
sound professional enough to
my editor... ! wonder what
·Larry Guest is doing next
week.
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SHIRTS
· JEANS . LONG SLEEVE.
many styles
solids·plalds-~fi1pes
straight & boot dress or casuar

designer pockets values to .. $ 23 ea.
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.
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Bergman uses fall season as a tune-up
period
,

by Dan Russo

•

Butch Vinson and my son,
RJture ip:>rts
Jay Bergman Jr.''
Vinson, who will try the
The UCF baseball team has outfield this year after playbegun practice fot its short ing shortstop last season,
fall season. Head coach Jay helped the Knights set a new
Bergman, who is begirullng team record for home runs in
his second year as the a season (41) with a single
Knights' head baseball coach, season record of 12 homers.
will again guide the team.
But Vinson and Bergman's
Last spring, their first returning may not be enough
under Bergman, the Knights to offset the tremendous loss
compiled a 28-27-1 overall of such key people as centerrecord and 11-10 conference fielder All-Amercian Tim
record.
Foskett. Foskett was holder
For Bergman, the fall of nine UCF career records
season is a weeding-out pro- and had .444 batting average
cess to try and find out what and a record 10 triples in '83.
the skill level of the players Outfielders Jeff O'Dell and
are and also to cut the squad Jay Wollenburg and infielder
down to a workable number of Mark Deglomine, all of whom
players for the spring.
hit .350 or better this past
According to Bergman, this . spring, will also be missed.
will° be a rebuilding year for
Although the losses are
the Knights because they great, Bergman is looking forhave lost seven starters from ward to the upcoming season.
last year's club. "We've got a
He refers to this year as his
lot of spots to fill,'' Bergman "first real year" and plans to
said. "In essence we've pro- put more emphasis on interbably only got two regtilar squad games this fall than on
starters back from last year, the several games against

·----- --- --- ------ ----- -- ......
-:- .

I
I

I

I

I

I
I
I

2~st

junior colleges during the
seven week fall season.
"We've got a better
understanding of the players
we've brought in this fall, as
compared to last year when
we were just trying to find
out where we were· with the
.players," Bergman said. "I'm
stressing a lot of inter-squad
games this fall because I want
the players to compete
against each other for a position.''
Bergman said the most
noticeable difference in the
club this year will be the
strength and depth of its catchers. The Knights boast
eight prospective catchers as

.

compared with the two they
had last year. "We've really
helped ourselves behind the
plate,'.' he said. "I'm very
pleased with the caliber of
people we have catching for
us."
.
.
· Althoug~ practice tune has
been cut short lately by inclement weather and the beginning of classes, Bergman still
manages to keep his spirits
high. "The rain has · really
held us up a lot,'' he said.
"But I think with so many
new players getting adjusted
to school and a new practice
routine, it's going pretty
good, about as well as you
could expect."

Jay Bergman

Men's cross country team set
by David Knauf
Future iports

The UCF men's cross country team enters its first meet
of the season on Sept. 10 at
the University . of South
Florida Invitational:
According to coach Tom
Metts,- for the first time in
UCF Cross Country hist<1ry,
the program has enough run-

ENTURY

I&

THEATRES

I

ners to field two full squads.
The meet against South
. Florida will help determine
who makes the first team,
consisting of seven runners.
Six schools will be competing in the meet and Metts
is hoping UCF has enough
talent to challenge the strong
Division I USF squad. For
the past two years the
Knights have been, undefeated against Division II

I

±
VIS4 l

-

71.rwcl-J·

Future sports

677-5558

PRESENT COLLEGE l.D. WHEN ORDERING

UCF moved one step closer
to filling the vacancy at the
top of its basketball program
this week when the UCF
athletic search committee
submitted five names to
Athletic Director Bill Peter- ·
son.
Included on the list, submitted by its chairman, Dean
of Education C.C. Miller, are
two former head coaches and
three current assistants.
The first to be interviewed
was Phil Carter, .former head
coach at Baptist College
(Charleston, S.C.) who met
with Peterson Tuesday.
Others Peterson will meet
soon are Allen Van Winkle,
former top man at SouthernIllirtois-Carbondale; Chuck
Machock, an Ohio State assistant; Brendan Malone, an
assistant at Syracuse and Ed
Hall, second in command at
the University of NevadaReno.
The search was made
necessary when Torchy Clark,
the only coach the Knights
have had in their 14 seasons,
quit earlier this summer.
A decision is expected by
Sept. 12. The Knight~ first
game is against Valdosta
State on Nov. 21.

e48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
.
e AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL.FINISHING AVAiLABLE
eFILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT
eCAMERA REPAIRS
e FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames.
•professional print display preparation: mounting,
_
texturizing, .and spraying.

I

Most luxurious theatre in Orlando
Deli sand,viches, domestiC' & imported beer ·& wine
Largest screen in town
85 speaker stereo sound

Private screening rooms
Special midnight movies

· =n

Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida

For movies & showtimcs call
, Udent
100.,1c St

01~unt

896-9332
.. - - - - - - :.. - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

~

g
JJ:·<i../,L· .l
. we use

\" P.;r:::"*
~- I
'/ .

OPEN M-F 10:00-8:00
s;1t. I 0:00-S:OO

'·

7A36unrvers1tve1vd.
.
University Sq. Shopplrig_ Cente ·
Winier Park . Florida 32792
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Bask9tball
candidates
narrowed
by Wayne Starr

EVERY THURSDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT

FIRST BEER FR-EE

schools in the state.
"It is early in the season
and though we are using the
meet as a time trial, we are
not going to lay down for
anyone, Metts sl,tld. "USF is
going to know we wer~
there."
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ACTION is the Volunteer Agency
that brings skilled people logelher to
solve local problems . There ore pro·
grams like VISTA, the Peace Corps .
Re tired Senior Volunteer Program .
Universiry Year for ACTION. lhe Fosler
Grandparent Program . and orhers. If
you won1 more information , or if
yo u·d like lo volunteer your skills .
wrile ACTION . woshingron. DC. 20525 .

AMERICANS AGREE ON

~~
making a good place better.

~
'

A Public Service ol Th is Newspaper
& The Adverhs1 ng Council

l.Ol.f"lCI

For IS years.

Ulll \.
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Russell said he feers the team's weak spot is
still the secondary which gave up an average of
· 205 yards per game last year.
After seeing Dana Thyhsen complete 18 of
27 passe~ for 169 yards and three
touchdowns, he had reason to be worried. ~d.
Saban is worried about Thyhsen too. He's
worried that he mii?ht i?et hurt. Currentlv
Jamie Lugo is listed as the No. 2 quarterback.
He's also a defensive back and- hasn't seen
much action at quarterback since early last
season. After beipg put ·in late in the game

ss\\\\.

with a commanding lead last week, Lugo had
trouble handling the snap. Freshman John
Ross is the No. 3 quarterback, but he has a sore
arm.
Saban doesn't predict a letdown in morale
after a first big win.
"The indications are there that this will be
our toughest physical test," he said. "Those
Georgia boys will be playing as tough as they
can. We certaiilly can't get fat and happy after
just one win."

WHISPERWOOD II
A CONDOMINUM
WE'RE HARD TO FIND -Our off-the-~ighway location makes
for a unique atmosphere in Winter Park.
-We offer 2 beprooms, 2 baths, pool,
jacuzzi, great appliances, and ·
peace &quiet ".'ear U.C.F.

REMEMBER, WE'RE HARD TO
FIND, SO CALL
677-5947 .

5o/o Down.

llm Berto/Future

Hike
UCF starting center Jim Bray gets set for a snap in last Friday night's action.

N~. Closing

GO DIRECT TO THE
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.

· Costs.

1111111~1

Special Pre-Constructio11
Prices from $42 590
.

'

NEW RADIATORS,

.

-REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS & WATER PUMPS
CLEAN &REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS .

ti

~.

-0

c

..,

0

"'

E

CJ)

0 a!

.9!
Colon1a1 Dr.

S.R. so
I

10662 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando
275-9327

7300'Swallow Run, Winter Park 32792
Telephone:
. (305) 677-5947

The UCF men's soccer team
got off to a fast start with a 1-1
tie against Southern IllinoisEdwardsville and a 2-1 victory
over the College of
Raton
last week.
On Sept. 11, the Knights will
host the Air Force Academy at
the UCF soccer facility at 12
p.m. It ~ be the first meeting
ever between the two schools
and the second Division I
power the team has played in
• 10 days. On Sept. 14 the
Knights travel to Tampa to
play South Florida.

Boca

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

University Blv1 ..

..,

Men '-s soccer
undefeated

WHY PAY
EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?·

2300 N. Park Ave
Maitland
644-9327

NEGLECT
CAN KILL,100.

IT IUSTTAKES

A LITTLE LONGER.
Abused children are

630.Clifton St

helpless.
Unless you help.

Pine Hills
291-93~7 _

MARTEK DEVELOPMENT CO. OF FLORIDA, INC.

Write: N<.tional Committee for
Prevention of Child Abuse.
Box 2866. Ch1caoo. Ill 60600

•

Discover the ·N ew Place in ToWn:

& PUB
802 W. Broadway (Hwy. 426)"
-FUNFOODS-

Just a Few Minutes From Campus Next to the Oviedo Inn.
.95

French Fries
Huge potato wedges.

Happy Hour--3-7pm M-F ·
llam-7pm Sat.

Chicken Nuggets
SI. 75
Chunks of tender chicken deep fried with your choice of
honey or b.b.q. sauce.

Potato Skins
Potato skins fried with cheddar cheese. bacon and sour
cream .

S2.75

Cheese Fi~gers
.
S2. 75
Mozzarella sticks fried crisp, with a special sauce.

Fried Veggie Platter
Mushrooms, zucchini & breaded okra.
Chef Salad
Crisp bed of lettu.
choice of dressing~ .

$2.25
t h ham, turkey, tomato, egg. your

Onion Rings
Oelicious deep fr ied .onion rings

Sl.25
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C~-. Alafaya (520) C,,,
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Pool Tables
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mage Frank Foley, the
Knights' 225 pound freshman
linebacker, intercepted a
Robinson pass and ran 27
yards for the Knights' fourth
touchdown.
Robinson had to do
'business - with a fired-up
UCF defense on his next thlee
plays from scrimmage and
was saddled with a six yard

Threshold run
A record number of runners
may be pounding the dirt
when the Fifth Annual
Threshold "Run for the Kids"
kicks off Oct. 1 as part of this
year's UCF Homecoming
festivities.
The run, which attracted
about 1,200 runners last year,
· is expected to bring out at
least 1,500 this year, with
people coming from as far
away as California to participate.
Dick Tucker, race director,
says he "would not be surprised if the final total reach·
ed 2,000 participants," mak·
ing this the largest race in
Central Florida.
Cosponsored by The First
Bankers and RC Cola Bottlers, the run raises money for
Threshold, Inc., a non profit
residential treatment pro·
gram for severely dysfunc·
tional children.
Last · year's race raised
$12,000 for the program. This
year's goal of $16,000 is earmarked for the completion of
a new educational building
and expanded residential
facilities at the Goldenrod
site.
The run features three different races, starting off at 9
a.m. with the largest 5,000

tt~ If you never

heard of VISTA,
its because you
never needed
VISTA''
-James Ear!Jones

•

There are 5,000 volunteers
working with urban and rural
poor, helping them solve their
p~oblems. Happy Birthday,
VISTA. You've grown up to
become a working part
of America.
Volunteers In Service To America
• Call Toll Free: 800-424-8580

*SALE*

free of charge. Forms may be
picked up at area running
stores and at any office of the
First Bankers in Orange and
Brevard counties.

meter road race in Central
Florida. The one-mile Fun
Run, including a special
fraternity and sorority team
competition, gets under way
at ~O a.m. with the Kiddie
Run wrapping up the race at
10:30 a.m.
Everyone entering the race
will be eligible for merchandise awards worth $1,000 in a
post-race drawing. Free
refreshments and T-shirts
will be provided to all run·
ners. The first 1,000 entrants
will receive free tickets to the
UCF Homecoming game
against Valdosta State at
7:30 p.m. the night ' of the
race.
The entry fee for the 5,000
meter and the .Fun Run is $6
prior to Sept. 24. After that it
is $8, with the Kiddie Run

Navy contest. Saban said it
was .the first time he'd gotten
such an honor since 1925.
"It feels great/' Saban
said, "but I think Dana
(Thyhsen) deserved this ball."
Tomorrow the Knights are
away at Georgia Southern.

Honda_World's Campus

_Sports briefs_.

•

•

and defensive back Tony everyone," Saban said. "We
Blanford both picked off EC- still don't know what this
SU passes. While the defense team can do, it has a lot of
kept the Vikings buried deep potential."
The players awarded their
in their own side of the field
for much of the game, the coach the game ball to comspecial teams ensured that memorate his first football
Thyhsen's punts left the game since the 1981 Armyhapless Elizabeth City offense in poor field position.
"It was a great effort by

loss in the bargain. The Vik·
ing punt set up a Knight 15
play drive which culminated
in a three yard Rivers' run for
six points.
Though Thyhsen and the
Knights' young offense look·
ed good against ECSU, the
defense looked better. In addition to the Foley intercep·
tion, free safety Brett Henley

New Hondas ·at the
Lowest Prices Anvwherel

•••
If you missed this week's
entry date for Intramural
Flag Football or Volleyball,
you have one last chance to
enter your team. Late "mandatory" captains' meetings
are scheduled in Rec Services,
Room 11 7 at 4 p.m. on Tues·
day, Sept. 13, for flag football
and Wednesday, Sept. 14, for
volleyball. Each team must
provide one referee for their
respective sport. This referee
must attend the officials'
clinic which will immediately
follow the captains' meetings.

NXSO Express
Electric Start
was $599
Now $299

NUSO Express
Oil injection
was $649
now $349

Over 1,000 New Hondas in Stocki
-ALL MODELS ON SALE-
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· AT .THE END OF THE MON1"?

ROTC

Gateway to a greol way of life.

CB450SC NightHawk
Electric Start
was $1999
now $1299

1

ARE.YOU COMING UP SHORT

There's one thing that's probably common to · all college
sfudents. They ha11e to watch their finances. Here·s news ob.Out
some help you may be able to get.
·
Air Force ROTC has fo"'r. three and two-yeor scholarships that
1
provide you $100 a month and co ,er all tuitioA, books and. ~ab
and incidental fees. As an AFROTC cadet, you'll enter on exciting
program of Air Force instruction that p~~pores ~ou for one of the
most gratifying management opportumt1es ovo1lable today. .
Then, as a commissioned officer in the Air Force, you'll ~md
responsibility and challenge from your very first
assignment ... you·11 find that people respecf you for what you
~b~
.
.
Consider the Air Force os one of your goals, and consider the
AFROTC program as a rood to that goal. If yC'11 need financial help
to .tree your mind for your studies, find out about AFROTC scholarships to.day.

C70 Passport
Electric Start
was $799
now $499

Contact:.
Capt. Mark Coyne
. Humanities & Fine Arts
Room 214
275-2264

Only.at HONDA WORLD
6436 E. Colonial Dr. (Hwwy. 50) Qrlando
Pb. 277-68~0Closed Sun .-Mon.

